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E m i l y   S k i l l i n g s 
 
The Four Causes 
  
Let me backwards into it. Move, that is. 
Uncoming towards a bank of eager foam 
looped into being by repeat water, repeat  
impurity, beaten as if the thing that just happened  
just happened in a kind of reclaimed pine air.  
  
No actual reveal—just a grind, a year in bits  
inside a silo. Reason enough for forgetting.  
What did the art do? It settled for itself. It tackled  
a bit of maritime scenery, called on a friend.  
It glowed its indicators in celery green. 
  
Unfolding drama: A girl or speck goes to a pool  
or amphitheater. Girl or speck is the material  
or matter. An amphitheater or pool is the form  
or shape the material or matter enters. Human  
uncertainty is the end. Stain is the effect  
  
that finishes it. Did I remember that correctly?  
The pre-owned, gently used shelves reverberate 
with historical sound. It gets all unsung, enormous.  
If I could be unbuttoned, it could be moments ago 
when I am all out of the brass in myself. 
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c/o 
 
you take one down c/o 
another you take one 
you take it down 
 
take one down c/o 
through another you take it 
record one c/o things 
 
c/o border c/o relation 
you receive c/o the other 
you get it, it comes  
 
c/o you the you c/o you 
the letter c/o the taken down  
the vanished, the ousted 
  
you take one down c/o 
another you take it in 
it attaches c/o other 
you feel it, though it’s through 
another, c/o them in you 
  
there is placement c/o line 
alignment c/o signal 
the names are c/o recordings, records 
you’ve taken down  
  
you take the letter down  
c/o one another  
you pull one, reroute it 
bring it down by way of 
alternate passage  
  
the fractured letter  
with the bite taken out 
the letter that's a bay,  
a fleshy grip, a toy claw 
 
a name that's a pool  
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an enclosure a green  
soap dish a Petri dish  
the frontal word  
pushing through  
against teeth 
to escape you 
  
you take me down through  
a different system of delivery 
c/o indirect address 
c/o gesture 
thrown against into gaze 
c/o pause, the hands pulled  
apart c/o the shoulder blades 
c/o fascia c/o the cord the impulse 
 
what intensity c/o hands 
hands caring carving over 
almost humming 
a cauterization of the present  
care of you 
  
you take one down 
to consider it 
just one stopping cold, paused 
a remainder alone removed 
  
care of one, for one, one for one 
one though one, one through one  
care of an other, one another 
  
you take one down c/o 
another you take one 
you take it down 
  
tender abbreviation 
you shut it down 
in me, sweetly in me 
you blur it away inside the line in me 
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G r a c e   M i t c h e l l 
 
Gravedigger Bday 
(for Mom) 
 
Awakened death rally  

  souped up    wiped out    taste buds  
morphed jawbreaker all bloody    in ma’s van 

          rollin a.m. blast 
A high five passerby tooth-loose  

      dense head darkness 
Anhedonia all turned on    bare cables  

             pig roastin smile 
       go on 

Man,  
          get gutted          veggies on mute 

    chewed gum a pebble 
O my poppy’s 
Full Bloom 

                    catching air 
         Monster Jam band   

Bad to the Bone 
 Metal one-hitter tallboy torched  

           & ablaze & stoked  
Fondant tires obliterate green frost          

Smashed 
   Airbrushed lightning bolts   
   gridded nilla 

Electrocute damn cavity 
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S’way 
 
Women come  
              and go,  but “what are those 

                 boobies on your chest 
     then?”  

They are 
what I say they are 
 
baby-faced bats screwing  
   drawing blood 
   red paintings,   a series  
 
Sweatpants outlining  
          fraser fir bits  
          vacuumed and sobbing   
elastic ass cheek  
 against plywood  
 splintered seat      switch sides 
 Noble character over 
                 noble birth 
destitutions hold hands too  
with 
       no tunes 
  to listen to 
      Quiet shower 
 
                          palsied daisies  
         accused of dancing 
just can’t get 
the swing of things  
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Oh Yes 
 
Oh Yes 
The Stage 
  sweeping janitor 
  weeping jurors 
    note passers/a quiet reader 
lonely birdy’s last branch  
perched  
planted fake tulips faded/ 

coughing 
 
Home plate tapped out 
pollenating shins with beige  
 
A lip locked bug splat, sad 
     apnea snore  
daisy chains  
choke’r out 
 
O lowly yard 
band members mingling beneath 
       bleachers 
Organ pipes secrete/ 
ooze jolly old timey 
  knee slapping belches 
  back seat diddling 
Polished floors beckon 
the dying Desdemona 
      Come now, Desi 
      hog thy death bed 
      a spritely plush thing 
             pink fever 
     Croaking all over again 
      messy girl 
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Stash 
 
Ghost pellets & 
Phantasmal drool sorta  
Slimy decked in   
.99 cent garb, rounded up  
& Draped between  
Webbed feet  
Getting sweaty & 
Stabby, stabbing 
Pushpins into posters  
Picture neck bolts  
Aglow amidst  
Tomb raiders in tight 
Braids swapping spit 
Bobbing for Apples 
Ghost parcels & patrons 
Crime scene but  
Cold case 
Dressed in flora 
Is that you, 
Ophelia? Sure 
Behind the rosebush 
Lo, carcass tower 
Plunged with morsels 
Reusable casket 
Not unlike a gym 
Membership  
Of course there are 
Twins singing “Shhhh” 
& Painting cave walls  
& Blown-out matches 
Without warning & welcome 
A split tongue playing 
Stringed instruments 
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Aztec Chess Set 
(for Ashley) 
 
Retreat to your cave 
Early mystic,  

current heretic aflame  
heart pumping crush 

Ashley hums hymns, a “ha ha”   
received by lower   
foreseeable teen 

glued empty locket 
appears full closed    
 

Kid not drinking milk 
Instead looking through blinds  
     Porter nite lyk swollen pupil  
       floods through other world  
Wet 
 
Cold Brunette  
Clasping broach,  a pinprick  
Prick: the 3rd always there 
            Beside me, traveling thru 
     The presence of another 
     a theatre’s train/ 
        dusty carriage  
 
Pimple’s filled-in placemat,  
           aroused dashed vagueness   

                   horny vacillation  
 swim, Joan, dive 
 
contour stars spiral from loose mind 
 
 
Voices change,  a cone 

    double dipped  
    makes for  

      a different man  
 

Cushy pre-self haven 
           all arhats lined in a row 
                    doled out nirvana  
No sweetness baby 
No discourse involved   
      but rhythm  
differs from being “on time” 
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Exchange burnt journals  
a chalky street passes by, 

   & mass moves  
   that you don’t know  

                                but own  
 
Wave buh-bye butterfly   
“buh-bye butterfly” 
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J a c o b   K a h n 
 
from Sample Days 
 
What happens when a thought becomes typical, becomes a type of thought, say, 
common to peacetime, when a type of thought becomes a part of the composition, a 
composition say deregulating sky, when every thought becomes the sky, as a means of 
escape or plaint of excitement, a sky in which you or I become typical, a deregulated 
part of the common composition, common say to peacetime varying in actual degrees of 
peace, when varying peacetime becomes typical, a type of thought common to varying 
times and degrees, a deregulated composition in which you or I happen upon a means of 
escape or plain of excitement, a type of varying sky common to deregulated peacetimes, 
what happens when that sky becomes typical but the composition varies in degrees of 
actuality, what happens to time after all this deregulation, what happens then to our 
means of escape, what happens to our plaint of excitement? 
 
Do our accounts truly differ on the measured terms for a still life of drones in the 
darkened cove? The air scrubbed of coherence blinks at least with tangible pathos, the 
many murmurs of geese multiplying in a modern drizzle. The water today picks up the 
lightest pelicans and harbors as latest exports suggest a lavish temperance. The bay 
restricted to its commercial pallet of blue and gray and sometimes magenta, just the 
chorus minus the verses, intermittent alchemies, rain sliding deeper under the cedar. I 
forfeited first my acuity followed earlier by obliqueness when I found out we were 
bombing for the second time in a decade blank. When I found out, that is, again. But 
isn’t sovereignty simple quiddity sung on repeat? I’d call it a sort of kelp-light filtering the 
distance, and I’ve identified a few causes actually as conditions, though it should be said 
rain where it’s wettest really has no bearing on the drought. 
 
Low flocks, pink and orange, a tactic of clouds, flotation over highways. All this planing 
comes at a cost, whatever headache labor calls for in advance. In the aftermath losing 
service but keeping connection, passing dead raccoons on West where no one will park 
in front of a row of commingling hedges. Announcing sharp desires to give a target more 
credit, to poke with a stick and disturb the vestments, without the need to tell myself an 
answer living in America that might not have a question. An impromptu tree in the 
distance lit up with a similarly livid nonchalance she goes on about a historical catalpa 
she came across elsewhere in Oakland. How many neighbors, how many dogs, 
nominally how many neighbors by how many dogs, mathematically how many 
neighbors’ dogs making frenzied appeals, itching the air with exhaustion and hubris. 
Sounds like stagefright only this time proceeding ovation, and I swear what sounds like 
the inside of a shell only gassier, like something is leaking, something in the air, over the 
bay. 
 
Roving yesterdays, between the tennis courts and the beach, I’ve developed a cavernous 
impulse from the roll of instances we shot last time we passed someone habit recognized 
on the swift camouflaged sidewalk. From this part of the protozoan fog oozes atop the 
park an amount of skyline constantly shifting derivatives into different accounts taking 
turns answering monitoring the motions honed by virtual hands. At times the verbiage 
picks up signal—yes, hello—signals tough pickings, acting elsewhere on its own. Along the 
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causeway startups abound, like a type of unctuous breeze, an economy predicated on 
starting up, waking up frustrated by the number of folds in a sheet, apprenticed to sleep, 
encouraged again and again to stay calm when switching party or provider. Me, I’m 
staring down, nodding knowingly in the face of ripening emergencies, motorists on 
bridges, making lists that begin with the yellow underwing of a pigeon and continue to 
points siphoned by need from the nearest Idaho resource map. Not unlike a parent 
telling their kid you see what I see, I keep mouthing the world as though to be clear from 
this angle it’s been sinking, and for some time, or just tiptoeing slowly, spun by the 
slightest scientific vessels, out in the bay, itself mouthing the latter of two signals, time 
and time again.  
 
Day finally pushing off the details, executing inmates, rolling cloudcover to the edges like 
stolen cigarettes. Damn. Bitch. Half-assed and heavy; well-rested and fresh. A sun caught 
between cities, also stolen, mistaken for locus and maybe returned that night. Military 
exercises delayed by insults, filming brown pelicans feed over San Leandro, watching 
unnamed combatants make preparations for a film. As elastic as is is, ISIS can claim 
whatever finitude it wants. The difference between identification and naming, the 
benefit of designation I privately doubt. I listen for trills. The light’s harshest anyway 
when longing shrinks its heaviest profile to the point of steady noir. The clouds cleared 
from Mt. Tamalpais as webs from eaves as dust from shelves as gossamer got with a 
cheaply concocted broom. Marine wisps wrung from a blue-green sponge, entangled in 
atmosphere represented here by stark upward lines. A sort of thickening ladder spilling 
inward like emotion, pointing planes in the densest direction, selling insurance in/to an 
empty sky. 
 
Major incidents, in quick succession. Emphasis on when not who is attending. It follows 
in footsteps: a fear of beginnings—no, a fear of middles—as in, a fear of ends. I leak 
suspicions. The train passing through stations as a just dense enough cloud. A city 
named for its terminuses. Persistent abstractions hazard my conversion to subject. Actual 
though still not literal; literal though not yet actual. A pattern of behavior pins my 
membered body between nodes. Speeds skies hastily along. Identity enough. A hundred 
clouds at once, a thousand. Is this a picture of armies as they arrive, or advance? 
 
A day spent probably spying on Vancouver, drawing moisture from sockets, leaves underfoot, 
sparrows overhead. Simultaneous tremors the way a dog leans against me rousing 
Schadenfreude for plastic bags lifted in the wind. The tart green light of faraway towers; 
sharp intonations with the diffidence of obelisks. Labor too props a type of reeling 
weather, an order of magnitude more likely to result in deference to the standard light 
reflected from a peeling turquoise wall. Turbulent cameramen, settle your lens. What 
seems the nearest panacea? Drone pilots—pilot as can be in a box on the ground—
describe the operation of looking down through a straw, stirring an inclement earth, the 
view tripling as though to express public worry with the price of tooth removal, the 
spread of palm and eucalyptus, the cryptic naming Iditarod Road. Offices with no 
compelling reasons to receive, um, calls dropped precisely, at a moment’s notice. 
 
At a moment’s notice, at points no further from ordinary impression—myrtle, sage, 
sundry grasses. And Jeffrey pine winding paths through prefab homes, studded with 
turkeys taking somnolent flight, the lack of stigmata in some communities can be 
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shocking. The rest being farmland, excised, irresistibly stacked. Red state still pissed by 
Mullah Omar, a body thrown through the air thirteen years later begs the question how 
can transparency be pretended to be given? Among other questions, among radii 
concealed. A body still burning though less like a memory than a malignant tic, sent 
backward from the maintenance department, backward from the erstwhile armistice 
imposed. Storm clouds stitch up the useless interstice between background and 
foreground, rolling over to sneeze, conceding to ether as in either/or. Gray light 
tarries—who stopped paying attention? I swear to god for a moment that leaf turned 
into a bird. 
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E m j i   S p e r o 
 
Already Dead 
A series of openings for Melissa Buzzeo and Zach Ozma 
 
 
Melissa calls me, or I call her. It is a month until the cut and you, the unbreasted self, are 
still arriving. Approaching the point at which our temporal paths will cross in the 
anaesthetic uncertainty of this body. Like Nathanaël, I hear the echo of your voice. Its 
vibrations in bones. You. Who knock up against my body...I am coming to meet you.1 I ask Melissa if 
she will read my palm. She does this sometimes for work. I need to know, I say, before I 
can’t not be seen. I tell her I can pay her. She refuses. A trade, she says. You can do this 
from a distance, right? I ask. She can, but. It is my breasts, she says, she wants to read. 
Her hands reaching through the phone. To read the breasted body. Oh, I say.  
 
Email me your breasts’ unanswerable questions. I want their questions, she repeats, not 
yours. They must write them. Not you. Do you understand? I don’t, not really. It is difficult, I 
say. They are so far from me. They are not mine. I wonder, have they ever been? As if 
already dead. Some corpse grafted onto the body. To channel their voice is to channel 
the voices of the dead.  
 
I have done this before. An auto-séance.2 Resurrecting myself for the sake of those who 
would mourn me. Friends, lovers, family, strangers. Trans witches keep having to hold séances 
for ourselves, writes Zach Ozma. Being an auto-medium gets so tiring...We try to contact ourselves on 
behalf of other people, we try to reach back into an imagined past, touch an us wrapped in a disguise, 
wrapped in an assumption. Our loved ones ask for consoling for an imagined death.3 And it is not only 
our earlier, non-consensually gendered selves that are being mourned, it is also our 
futures. Unhinged from linear chronology (reproductive time) and thus abandoned by 
law (which is structured to maintain white cishet patriarchal property inheritance 
relations), queer and trans bodies (and especially queers of color, queer immigrants, trans 
women, femme, and disabled queers), though living, are also, in a sense, always already 
dead. How many deaths have inhabited my body? I lose count. 
 
In therapy after surgery, I attempt to describe dysphoria to my mother as a sense of 
being doubled. A sense of being out of phase. Displaced. To be beside oneself.4 
 
I say that I will try. I mean—that they will try. Or, that I will try: to listen. To channel. 
Email the questions, she will call me tomorrow. 
 
How to get outside oneself in writing? I don’t know how to begin. To keep beginning. I gather 
my notebooks. Lay them out in an arc across my bed. Inside the room, heavy water. I 
kneel naked on a bed surrounded by sentences. With black eyeliner I draw a circle 
around each of my areolas, a circle at the sternum, one over the voice-box, and one at 
the crease of each wrist. I trace lines from my nipples to my heart to my throat to my 
hands, to open passage. To amplify.  
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The nerves will soon be, are already, cut. I take both nipples between my fingers, then 
slide my left hand down. I harden. Folding in echo. Somewhere beneath me a door 
opens.  
 
Masturbating becomes an anticipatory structure through which their voices pass.  
 
What follows is a transcription of what I was able to make out through the thick cotton 
that so often keeps them from me. It is taking all of my self control not to edit their 
words, but they are not mine to alter. Though, there was something I could not 
translate, a tight knot of blue light: an electric rope, a high-pitched vibration. 
Condensed, durational, spinning slowly. 
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#1 
 

we heavy void 

saturated how long have 

we already been absent? 

what rose pink 

instant eclipses 

us here in the 

spongy dark? 

 

nuzzled into you 

like kittens how will 

we keep you safe now? 
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#2 
 
offering made 
of gripping 
 
how will you  
keep our 
silence now? 
with what mouth? 
 
how to disperse 
what we have held  
close and kept hidden 
from this one? 
 
no us between 
the heart and 
the worn out world 
what empty skin stretched 
like a drum across 
no 
braided 
come back to us listen hear 
mute silent ash 
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#3 
 
what has been 
burnt and clustered 
in our hallways? 
touch me more 
like water in 
your fingertips 
 
 
what is the shape 
of your inherited 
shame? 
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#4 
 
what are  
the consequences 
of a glimpse? 
 
of being 
seen? 
 
of being over- 
visible? 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1 Nathanaël, Je Nathanaël. 
2 Auto-séance is a term coined by Zach Ozma in the essay “Auto-séance: We Are Not Yet 
Spirits, Mom,” to describe the affective labor performed by trans people for their loved 
ones, who are mourning them as if they have died. Ozma has performed a number of 
auto-séances as part of his artistic practice, and his new work can be found at 
http://cargocollective.com/zachozma. 
3 Zach Ozma, “Auto-séance: We Are Not Yet Spirits, Mom,”  
4 Judith Butler, “Violence, Mourning, Politics,” Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and 
Violence. 
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A n n e   L e s l e y   S e l c e r 
 
 
Olympia  
(<3 poem) 
 
 
Then a cloud put their hand over my mouth, then a butterfly wing struck my cheek, 
then the excess gathered into a photograph and that was love, a silver volcano turning 
red. Then they put their arms above their head to protect it like a baby's head, I put 
their excess to use, we checked their gender, then they crawled to my breast, put my 
excess to use, a silver volcano, a silver volcano.   
 
Then they pulled my arms and legs in four directions and I came apart like bread or 
butter, then I was a thing like a Southern ocean, a thing like a field of ragweed, like a 
pincushion made of satin, a strand of Aryan hair, and then a thing outside of these 
things, a thing in darkness which is also coldness, a thing unreadable or impossible to 
sort through, a thing suspended in pure potentiality, an imprint of disorganization, 
everything counter to social life, everything too soft to have appeared.  
  
When they looked at me with masculine eyes gardens sprung forth from my belly. Then 
they looked at me with their dead eyes, and genders sprung forth from my body. Then 
time shot up from a fountain in the middle of their town, and became cumulus in the 
sky. The little town passing its clouds and festivals, a steady stream of books passing 
under the library sensor down the street. Then light gathered, and then dissolved. Then 
I thought we might detach a silver social life from a territory of gold. Then they opened 
their eyes like a butterfly's wet wings. Then the foliage, perpetually green.  
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My mother was a secret house, 
a new round of enclosures. 
Adriatic, Galia, Algerian, Atago. 
 
Magic seemed a refusal of work. 
Bella Heart, Betty Anne, Bergamont, Black, 
Black Amber, Black Beauty, Black Globe, Black Pearl. 
 
The world had to be disenchanted, 
Angel, Aprium, Arkansas Black, 
Athena, Baldwin, Apricot, 
 
sexual activity transformed into work,  
Black Current, Black Rochelle, Baby Bear, 
Catalina, Cherimoya, Crimson Red, 
Crab Apple, Clemintina, Crimson Glow,  
 
complicity and repulsion, negation then exorcism,   
medicine reformulated into perfume. 
Red Delicious, Dancy, D’Anjou Red, 
Ellendale, Crimson, Crimson Sweet. 
  
In this large and most beautiful house, 
Elephant Heart, Barhi, Black Raspberry, 
Black Sugarcane, Canaydria, Canary.  
 
Bartlett, Babcock, Blackberry, 
Calimyrna, Cello Blood. 
 
Ariran, Athena, Amagaki, 
my mother was a feral house. 
Ambrosia, Apple Pear. 
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Common Cinema 
 
It was is in picturesque Cherbourg  
that the sickness of the singular found me again 
 
in the communicative picture  
of a thing made not to communicate its labor, 
 
the thing lost to the assembly line  
which now pervades the office and the emotional streets. 
 
In the cinema you're low voicing utopia  
to the young woman sitting next to you 
 
you hum to her  
the thing I conquer 
 
when I ride astride the bow sprit to conquer  
everything blue and not yet written upon, 
 
communication is girlish labor  
that turns this factory on. 
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What proliferates in absence, distance 
 
and is behind every word, 
 
what sounded like lions  
 
 
but were rips, splices, 
 
the invisible straining toward convexity, 
  
 
how heaven and death are concurrent  
 
and beauty is a way to appear. 
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The emporium and circuslike, 

the moon and rollerskates, 

the heartbeat and twinkle. 

 

Tumbling, purples, sleeps. 

 

My love purples 

on crooked pillows. 

 

The playthings and instruments, 

addition and mouths, 

 

my love purples and chimes. 

 

Hang star, 

give instruments. 

 

The love and crooked, 

interrupting, bending.  
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O k i   S o g u m i 
 
Metabolism 
 
You try to touch the video of a bird’s mating ritual 
The bird is an architect and has designed several structures with recycled trash, the 
caption baits 
You get a haptic feedback signal that feels like someone hyperventilating at the tip of 
your finger 
A fuzziness on your skin that translates into emotive warning through rapid pulsing 
It’s unclear if this is vulgar gesture or a trigger warning 
Any second another video is going to queue 
Elvis hips or a documentary about the bear who ate seabirds filled with plastic toys only 
to die fifty miles inland  
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How to continue how to stop  
 
The world’s diagnostic is  
A lacy thing  
Seductive and webbing out 
Holding together 
Fats and deep color 
Different hallucinations in different silos 
Maybe next year they’ll move you to another one 
You try to remember it’s your role to be damp 
Like sometimes it’s better to understand the structure of what is shitty 
And in whatever great dismantling day 
You’ll be able to name all the parts as they liquefy 
Momentarily suspended in air  
Iridescent and listening 
Souls wafting off 
Before they get in a “No, I totally hear what yr saying but”  
 
But sometimes you think it might be better not to wait 
Better not to rub your hands on the snowflake magnification of the world 
Over and over 
Like a thing of warmth 
Better to make warmth now 
Let the career counsel wash over and pass 
Continue planning how to continue towards stopping the continuation  
Avoid meetings and emails 
Eat lunch in a kind of carpeted hole 
While collecting cats into an underground bunker on your phone game 
And then theorize about the autonomy of friendship and how many friends you have 
How it feels good to fall back on that beautiful spectrum of who are we and why do we 
do it 
I have a memory of a fish being gutted somewhere behind me 
Smacking its own body against metal 
Dying under a harsh light 
I can’t see the body 
But I feel it clearly 
Its outline ringing out 
I make this mistake often  
The slippage between a heartbeat and a fight 
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W e n d y   T r e v i n o 
 
THE BABADOOK 
 
You’ve heard about how sometimes you can’t look directly at what’s happened, how you 
are not the angel of history, how sometimes what’s happened remains in your peripheral 
vision & you can only speak about what’s in front of you. Tonight The Babadook is in 
front of me. It’s a story about a woman whose grief goes on so long it becomes 
something she can look at. She has to look at it before it kills her dog, her son, herself. 
The story begins where we are not. In the past, where her husband is driving her to the 
hospital, where she’s in labor & it’s raining, where there’s a crash. There are things that 
happen around which we organize ourselves, our sense of time. Like tiny apocalypses we 
feel better or worse about. Tonight, while The Babadook is in front of me, all around 
me, there is mourning. People organizing themselves around the death of someone they 
loved. It’s hard to describe. Like missing the man you were with a decade. How steadily 
you spend less & less time with & then thinking about him. How you lose people in 
pieces & not all at once. 
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ANOTHER DINNER WITH ANDRE 
 
 
All I think about is money 
 
 
Somebody had to bring in a little money 
 
 
Throughout the world 
 
 
Obviously something terrible had happened to Andre 
 
 
He’d been seized by a sudden fit of uncontrollable crying 
 
 
Wow now I’m really in the theater I thought 
 
 
I didn’t understand a word of it 
 
 
It was a huge forest 
 
 
Grownups were learning how to play again 
 
 
People started to sit with us & started to learn the song 
 
 
There’s something like a kaleidoscope, like a human kaleidoscope 
 
 
6 or 7 different things going on at once 
 
 
It has something to do with living 
 
 
That’s the state I was in 
 
 
I saw that “taming” was the most important word in the book 
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At random I opened to another page 
 
 
I would look in the rearview mirror of my car & see birds flying out of my mouth 
 
 
Sometimes I’d go off & meditate by myself 
 
 
The priest talks about Communism & birth control 
 
 
A huge creature appeared 
 
 
I could not make that creature go away 
 
 
I just felt like a tourist 
 
 
People sang, talked & meditated with plants 
 
 
The buildings just shine 
 
 
You know where laughter & tears seem to merge 
 
 
Things were exploding 
 
 
Under a dark moon 
 
 
Who did I think I was? 
 
 
I’m affected by everything 
 
 
A pain in that laugh 
 
 
I thought I’d lost a friend 
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It just builds up 
 
 
You would love to know if your friends had experienced similar things 
 
 
You enter the dream world again 
 
 
Are there other people in the world who are cold? 
 
 
All sorts of things occur to you 
 
 
You enter the dream world again 
 
 
There are these abrasive beatings to be avoided everywhere you look 
 
 
Because I can buy my way into the building 
 
 
Does that help to wake up a sleeping audience? 
 
 
They watch the evening news on television 
 
 
Everybody can’t be taken to Everest 
 
 
Isn’t there just as much reality to be perceived in a cigar store? 
 
 
Somebody who’s asleep will not say no 
 
 
The 1960s represented the last burst  
 
 
A new kind of poetry 
 
 
It should fall off, but it doesn’t fall off 
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I’m just trying to pay my rent 
 
 
Trees do not turn into people 
 
 
The future must exist in some sense already 
 
 
The statistics of the Ford Foundation 
 
 
We’re going to do something  
 
 
Either separately or together 
 
 
To learn how to be a human being 
 
 
Things get too quiet 
 
 
I’ll just fail 
 
 
Totally at sea 
 
 
The world comes in quite fast 
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MICHAEL JACKSON 
 
We share cultures, as in I’m on the internet & everyone has an opinion on Michael 
Jackson. Most are afraid to share it. We all know why. The way your teacher might have 
ignored the LA Riots, except now your teacher is most people who have, among other 
things, decided not to talk about Michael Jackson. That Pepsi commercial that went 
global. I guess some people would say Pepsi isn’t part of anyone’s culture, not like 
bananas or Julio Iglesias. You wouldn’t want to argue. Moms love Julio Iglesias. You 
wouldn’t want to fight over Julio Iglesias in Mexico or Spain, and the value you place on 
there being a person who in some ways has been given time to learn everything they can 
about him isn’t bad or natural. No one’s arguing that. Still, you can see why questions 
around ownership come up. There’s nothing natural about them. Beginning with 
property as theft, you think the problem isn’t one of distribution.  
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O l i v e   B l a c k b u r n 
 

 
Modern dance history: One grasps a toe nail that proves to be attached to an elephant. 
The dance is the toe. The elephant is capitalism.  
 
Modern dance history: You are looking at a pen. The pen is a means to understand pen 
factories, plastic manufacturing, all of it. The pen could also be the dance. All of it could 
also be the social and economic conditions of capitalism.  
 
Modern dance history: Not to disavow dance, because dialectics 
 
Modern dance history: white feminism, white fragility, white girls trained in modern; the 
limits thereof 
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Attica: The disjunction between the most ambitious kind of action - a prison uprising 
and fifteen hostages taken - and their basic demands of reform (decent medical care, 
food, etc). memo to insurrectionaries. 
 
Attica: The legacy/truth content of the Rockefellers. memo to all recipients of 
Rockefeller funding.  
 
Attica: We have not forgotten the life of LD Barkley. 
 
Attica: For any looking for an example of gramsci’s ‘organic intellectual,’ look no further 
than 21 year old LD Barkley, a man who was sent to prison for not wearing a seat beat 
and was executed, shot in the back, by prison guards for his articulate and impassioned 
delivery of the prisoners’ demands. For any confused about what it means to use one’s 
intellectual training to support movements towards liberation, let us look to Dennis 
Cunningham, who worked on the legal case for the prisoners from 1974 until 2001, 
whose level of political commitment and rigor set a sobering precedent. memo to 
everyone waking up in the morning to think of Attica and the Atticas of the present.  
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Body: Let the ass be wide. 
 
Body: The royal ease of a radically open pelvis and armpit. 
 
Body: Walk until your legs are sore. 
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Going to the party: not to drink, not to party per se. I’m just here to attenuate the social. 
 
Going to the party: NO ONE IS GETTING IN. NO ONE IS GETTING OUT. 
 
Going to the party: flirting but also serious 
 
Going to the party: it gets messy but you don’t disavow it. you wait.  
 
Going to the party: You can do whatever you want as long as you don’t puncture the 
floor or rip the curtain. Whatever you want! 
 
Going to the party: the sadistic suddenness of the Aries. 
 
Going to the party: I should feel the shame. I welcome the shame. May the shame wash 
over me. 
 
Going to the party: "I love the music they play here" 
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Christmas: if you are wondering what baby wants for christmas, baby wants burning banks.  
burn them. burn them all.  
 
Addendum: I want to listen to shoegaze records in the dark and drink gin.  
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L a u r e n   L e v i n 
 
Justice Piece 
 
A cries until heavy strings of saliva hang from her chin  
and mat to her chest, a sticky layer. 
She won't let me take off her shirt.  
 
I stopped nursing her. Though she's over two it feels sad to me,  
sad not to feed. I can't pacify her with my body 
 
But now that a connection has been severed  
She’s more affectionate, lies in my lap  
 
head under my chin, sucking her thumb  
and twisting the edge of my shirt  
between the thumb and finger of her other hand 
 
JT asked me 1) "What does it mean to you to be a white?"  
And, 2) “How does that show up or not in your work?”  
and 3) “What is justice?” I work on the first two  
 
but I don't have any answers for the last 
I chat her and say I'll write you later about justice 
 
I don't know what to say 
I don't know what to say 
  
I pull on the bathroom door to yank it open  
while at the same time a person is pulling it open from inside  
we laugh from the awkwardness of trying to accomplish  
our same-but-opposite goals at the same instant  
 
or maybe we laugh because of the pleasure of how the person is helping me  
and I’m in the person’s way and we’re both opening the door  
 
I think it's a pleasure, we momentarily enjoy each other in public  
I say "It was the timing" 
 
I watch a video of a kid who answers the question  
“How are you different from Monica?” with “I am a girl with a penis 
and Monica is a girl with a vagina” 
 
A was born a baby with genitals 
 
Wittgenstein writes: "I do not explicitly learn the propositions that stand fast for  
me. I can discover them subsequently like the axis around which a body rotates.  
The axis is not fixed in the sense that anything holds it fast, but the movement  
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around it determines its mobility." 
 
I lean over very far to one side 
My axis becomes slightly dislocated 
Maybe that’s why I like music 
 
It has collapsed into us. It has made one out of three.  
It has made the border between two and one. 
 
oh no oh less oh loss alas 
 
I join groups - why do I do this?  
I keep watching my body close off 
 
Feminist Resources, Poetic Labor Project 
Berkeley Parents Network 
Longest Shortest Time Mamas 
LST Parents: Families Without Borders 
Bibliography and Book List Share 
Affordable Housing For Ok People: Bay Area 
Bay Area Rooms and Apartments 
 
Courbet said he wouldn’t paint an angel because he had never seen one 
Linda Nochlin said, same reason goes for why Courbet didn't paint a Figure  of 
Equality 
 
Because I didn’t want to be five pounds heavier 
I got a pedometer and tracked my daily steps 
 
Joshua Reynolds writes: All the objects which are exhibited to our view by nature, upon close 
examination will be found to have their blemishes and defects. The most beautiful forms have something 
about them like weakness, minuteness, or imperfection. But it is not every eye that perceives these 
blemishes.  
 
He’s channeling the philosophers: 
beauty exists  
only away from the particulars. 
And it’s the artist’s task to find this nothing that isn’t 
 
and give it form in order that it may reject  
everything that is. 
 
I think about the Amy Schumer interview where she argues  
that women feel freer just to like whatever they like 
men have to check in with each other, they need to want to fuck  
the same one everyone else wants to fuck 
 
The original members of Mother Art were Christy Kruse,  
Helen Million, Suzanne Siegal, and Laura Silgali 
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I call A “she,” which is not her choice 
 
The one that women want to fuck is everyone and no one 
 
Katie taught me how to masturbate in high school.  
She told me to lie under the faucet with my legs up. My ritualistic motions  
while getting the tub ready – locked the door in expectation of my parents – 
I remember nervous anticipation, I remember how hot to make the water. 
 
I try to imagine justice as the opposite  
of whatever the police do 
 
It’s easy to mock joining groups 
I mock joining groups myself, I mock it in my head 
even as I’m doing it compulsively 
 
Forever I’ve wanted to make a list of Berkeley Parents Network topics  
and perform it at a reading 
I think people would laugh why would we laugh 
 
I don’t remember anyone saying the words to me 
vulva, clitoris, vagina. I don’t remember wondering  
where my penis was 
like you read kids sometimes do.  
 
commie cookbook 
FANCY NEGATION 
Bay Area Housing for Couples 
Binders Full of Women Poets 
Rad Jobs: Bay Area Listserv 
Longfellow Community Association & Friends 
 
My listening is shadowed by what I know 
 
The anger that’s received when  
a body won’t 
belong to everyone 
 
The McKinney, Texas pool party story broke this week 
“A police officer in McKinney, Tex. was seen on video  
pulling his gun on teenagers in swimsuits  
and shoving a young black girl’s face in the ground at a pool party”  
 
Her name is Dajerria Becton  
I’ve seen her referred to as 14 or 15 
he appears to be sitting on her with his full weight  
twisting her arm and pulling her hair 
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A male was shoving someone’s face into the ground 
A cop was shoving a girl’s face into the ground 
A cop was shoving a black person’s face into the ground 
A white cop was shoving a young black girl’s face into the ground 
Officer Eric Casebolt was shoving a young black girl’s face into the ground 
Officer Eric Casebolt was shoving Dajerria’s face into the ground 
Eric was shoving Dajerria Becton’s face into the ground 
 
The anger that her body received 
when she spoke 
when she appeared 
 
Some older white women are hurling insults at young black women 
Some white men are wandering around  
like non-player characters in a video game  
under the control of the computer 
asking and seeing nothing 
One white person says “Is this necessary” 
One white person is filming the incident and will release it onto YouTube 
One black person films an alternate view of the incident and releases it onto 
  YouTube 
 
When I think “justice is served” 
I think of what women do, serving, service work 
But it's interesting that this is an aggressive ‘served’ –  
in the phrase "justice is served" there's a missing object,  
like, justice is served upon whom 
 
In White Girls Hilton Als writes about his desire for a woman/girl  
who is part-Jewish part-Latina but looks white (blonde).  
 
I start doing genealogical word problems 
in which I mentally fractionalize A 
  
she’s 1/4 Mexican San Luis Potosi Chihuahua adoption finding your sister as an adult 
quiet about the family nicknames like Cootchie, Tank, Rat and Butt Austin housepainter 
schizophrenia fought Hitler hand-to-hand slept cuddling a bottle of Big Red at night 
closeted and un-closeted living at home the car-crash that killed the girlfriend working 
for the IRS passing down names  
 
she’s 1/4 Norwegian Dutch Dakotan farming hearing-child-of-deaf-parents Austin 
school for the Deaf working for the IRS stubbornly out in West Texas deaf and going 
blind keep going back there hit in the face while holding your baby married to the artist's 
son with his car peyote telling your parents when the other ones are crying made-up 
names with no pronunciations Tara died of AIDS 
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she’s 1/2 Jewish schizophrenia bipolar disorder anorexia suicide Houston standing too 
close Andes mints colon-rectal surgeon lingering death diving into a swimming pool 
breaking his neck the harvest from the farm and the store possibly queer or a recluse or 
deriving her love from the community and not one person Louisiana becoming a 
pharmacist bursting a boil on a penis 5 people with 6 or 7 breast cancers illiterate family 
capital insistence on passing down wedding rings embroidery South Jeff Davis Parkway 
 
I learned to masturbate with my hands 
sometime after Katie taught me how to masturbate with a stream of water 
my legs spread, hands behind my head 
 
I remember by the time I met T I told him I could come 
in less than a minute 
I had learned something 
 
I didn’t know any words for my genitals 
But that didn’t make them a blank 
It just meant that they didn’t belong to me 
 
Why are all the allegorical figures female 
 
Mary Douglas said that dirt is just matter out of place 
 
Airliners, metro trains, cars, mobile phones 
umbilical cords, artificial wombs, hormones, electricity, or small boats 
 
Why does justice make me think so much about touching  
failures of touch 
how does the work withstand violence 
 
deadly devices deadly connections  
 
Something in me wants to stay away 
 
***** 
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Chateaubriand said "Happiness lies in knowing nothing of oneself  
and in dying without having noticed that one was alive" 
 
Who gets to live without something pushing at their edges 
 
I miss my June 15th jury duty summons  
it's at the bottom of a pile of mail 
  
Officer Eric Casebolt scans the crowd of kids  
doesn’t see the white kids 
his gaze flickers or blanks out at opportune times 
the force he is authorized to provide 
 
He doesn’t sit on the white kids  
and twist their braids and make their back hurt  
and put his sexual weight on them while they are crying for their mother 
 
In Melanie Gilligan's film The Common Sense 
A new technology allows people to feel each other’s sensations: 
“Of course,” the professor continues, “it did make life more collective. Just not in the 
way they expected. The belief that being connected would mean that people would join 
together to fight for a better collective situation was false.”  
 
South Carolina deputy charged with involuntary manslaughter after shooting    
bathing wife in head with military rifle 
 
Every sentence has two parts, and the second contradicts the first. 
 
Curiosity isn’t justice. Empathy isn’t justice. Love isn’t justice. Connections can’t be lived 
in all the time. All the points at which empathy fails. 
 
A placenta is the only new organ you grow as an adult. 
Placentas contain selenium, cadmium, mercury and lead. 
 
The function of police is to make violence always available  
So the police are an authoritarian parenting fantasy  
No counter-force, nothing asserting its own will  
 
Says the New York Times,  
“The placenta has typically been given such little respect in the medical community that 
wanting to study it was considered equivalent to someone in the Navy wanting to scrub 
ships’ toilets with a toothbrush.”  
 
I've spread out across one half of the table, taking up space with my books. 
 
There is an attempt to sever any part of us that connects us to the problem 
 
Egon Bittner defines the police:  
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that which is permitted to coerce a solution  
to any problem anytime with the understanding  
that it will allow no opposition whatsoever 
 
Delacroix painted Liberty Leading the People 
Liberty a woman, barefoot and bare-breasted 
strides over her pedestal of corpses 
 
“You can't have art without resistance in the materials."  
 
I leave blank the parts to look up later. 
 
Andrea Liss says that motherhood is a problem that won’t go away, an  
  embarrassment. 
 
I was trying not to watch any more of these quasi-pornographic videos  
in which black bodies are tortured by justice  
but I wound up watching this one again 
 
I don’t see objects in my head 
I don’t see maps 
I don’t rotate shapes 
I can’t remember faces 
 
I move from foot to foot feeling off my axis 
Feeling prickly and cold I try to laugh as I fall heavily on to one foot again 
Knowing that I should laugh as a sign of my good humor 
 
Do process servers actually say "You've been served?" 
 
Some do, although I am not aware of this being required in any jurisdiction.   
Most servers simply ask, "Are you Mr./Ms. X?," hand the person papers,  
and, if asked, tell the person served that the papers in question are legal  
 documents. 
 
A keeps calling her vulva her booty 
while she’s peeing she bends down to examine where the pee comes out 
 
Katie had a group of friends from childhood 
called the Katie-Kate-Annies  
Katie was younger than me, my daughter-mother-daughter 
She drove me in her car 
 
I have a procedure when I want to look at the baby while she’s sleeping. 
I pee (multi-tasking). I turn on the bathroom light. I open the door 
while the toilet is flushing, to mask the noise. 
I look. She’s lying on her back. She’s on her side clutching the crib bars, 
She’s on her belly with her butt up in the air.  
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Her soft blurry face is visible or hidden I feel my love  
for her butt, her back, her face, her belly, her hidden and visible faces 
 
Maybe justice is the process that will always be opposed 
it multiplies obstacles everywhere it looks 
It sees no unobstructed path 
 
Why do I want to join groups? 
Is it because I want to have sex with what is normally taken for granted? 
 
Ask for PDFs from People with Institutional Access 
Books For Days 
Across Women's Lives 
Binders Full of Women Writers 
Book Block 
East Bay Mommas 
Has it been 20 years already??? 
The Holloway Series in Poetry 
Cool Freaks' Wikipedia Club 
Binders Full of Mother/Writers 
Wow, Free Syllabi, Just For Me? 
 
Counting what’s the same and what’s different 
Between my friends’ bodies on the couch beside me and mine 
Vans, jeans, jeans, leggings, black flats, black flats 
everything the problem touches 
 
see the outline of a hand in the pocket 
and a ring on the hand stretching the pocket 
 
We try to count things with A because we read 
that the parents of babies whose genitals are identified 
as female at birth 
don’t count things with their babies 
 
Hilton Als writes: "I wanted her more than anything: her whiteness  
or, more accurately, her misleading whiteness - the blond mistaken for a gringo by Latin 
men; the Jewish girl mistaken for a shiksa by Jewish men." 
 
The aesthetic act as an act of marking territory. 
 
I read that Degas made new female body postures  
available to painting. Studying his bathers and dancers  
he found dangerous forms for his canvas 
“the many intermediate postures between each canonical pose”  
a whiff of scandal, these dancers 
the intimacy of an unstudied posture  
the hovering idea that female performers are prostitutes or sexually   
  available  
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helpful in commanding a higher price 
 
Painting the unpainted it immediately becomes the painted at a quickly higher price the 
gentrification of the invisible 
 
"Rumor has it that Vice is developing its own news app, called 'Fuck News'" 
 
When A sits on the potty I tell her 
“You can let your pee-pee come out” 
 
A looks at me and says “Mama goes pee-pee like a bull” 
 
How do you paint the fact  
that so much of what we see could be different 
 
I keep writing over and over about how so much of what I see  
could be different but isn’t 
which feels like a failure of imagination on my part 
 
Maybe that’s why I love music it pulls you into a different rhythm 
 
I wanted to sever my connection to the social body  
and reform it according to my wishes 
 
no 
 
I wasn’t present in my own thoughts 
displaced or dislocated away 
 
It’s easy to mock joining groups 
I’ve always wanted to make a list of the heading topics  
from Berkeley Parents Network and read it at a reading 
I think people would laugh, but why would we laugh? 
 
The juxtapositions? The conundrum of high and low? The grief and pain,  
the white people problems, the first world problems, the mom-ism,  
the white people problems from people we are not sure are white,  
the mom-ism from people with penises, the problem of all these confusions  
that come up and make things hard to talk about but don’t do anything to erase  
 
white supremacy or heteropatriachy, the categories that are stable for a moment while 
we critique them and then feel unstable as they are lived and then collapse into goo and 
become a search for a way to revolt without just breaking a rule  
(“Take that mom and dad”) the categories that catch us and transform us  
 
into themselves, or mold us to themselves, or that we struggle against and leave the 
marks of our arms in the sticky substance 
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Love finds a way to pry open your fingers 
 
I wish I had responded, "What is natural is the repression" 
 
Do men carry little female figurines inside their body cavities: 
statuettes of Justice, Melancholia and Eros 
 
A likes to stand between my legs rest her arms atop my knees 
I lift my legs and lift her up just an inch from the floor I sway her gently 
 
One group slurps up the resources of another one 
Beware the wealth of your body, it will make you poor 
Beware food, ingestion, self-forgetfulness 
 
My childhood is something of a blank. 
 
Political struggles are not fought on the surface of things  
but through how they are made 
 
The placenta that kept A alive grew from her cells, not mine.  
 
Cells from the outer layer of the embryo burrowed into my uterine lining  
by pushing my cells out of the way 
destroying them with digestive enzymes   
or secreting substances that caused them to kill themselves 
 
These placental cells then drilled into 80 of my uterine blood vessels 
When the placenta was fully formed 
My whole blood supply flowed through it every 5 minutes.  
 
The problem with imagining justice 
As everything that doesn’t exist yet 
Is that without a transformation of the invisible before it even appears 
When the invisible does come into being it’ll just appear in the form that the   
  visible has prepared 
Formed around the axis that so many tiny imperceptible motions have shaped 
 
I touch and stroke A ceaselessly when I’m around her 
when she says “No, mama!” and wiggles and laughs or frowns I have to will my 
  hands to stop 
it’s such a pleasure to always be drawing her shape  
but I want her to have the borders of her own body I should listen 
 
Is it justice that A owns my body but I don’t own hers 
Or not that she owns my body but that she used it when she couldn’t do  
  otherwise 
is justice and one of the tangles in justice 
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T was supposed to look at the baby’s sex and announce it when A was born 
  but he forgot to  
T tells me I was saying “Look, look at the beautiful baby” while she was lying 
  unsexed on my chest 
 
A portrait based on what touches you on different sides 
  
Participants said they would have to be paid $57,000  
to have the little toe of one foot cut off 
$100,000 to eat a live earthworm, and $10,000  
to choke a stray cat to death with their bare hands 
 
Yet I instantly expected him to see my hole as something special 
 
6-year old says he wants to die (1 reply) 
9 year old boy - what's after Legos? (4 replies) 
Montessori to Traditional School Transition (7 replies) 
Nap/Bedtime Struggle with Co-Sleeping 17-month-old (1 reply) 
New to area looking for toddler playgroups (3 reply) 
Parenting Group for Those 40+ with New Babies   (1 reply) 
Placenta Preparation: Raw v. TCM for depression (1 reply) 
Security alarm - when to call police (2 replies) 
Static noise in right ear during loud noises (4 replies) 
Summer school full, what are my options? (1 reply) 
The Forever-Cold (4 replies) 
 
In spite of everything I still want to proceed  
As though knowledge could protect me from the feeling of the world 
As though it were something I could wear 
Instead of something that reaches inside me and shapes me 
 
I don’t think it’s only an experience one can have through pregnancy 
childbirth or parenting but those experiences are the closest I have come 
to realizing how different things can be because I became so different so quickly 
with different despairs joys and experiences, when A was very small 
 
and I nursed her every two or three hours I stopped caring about being naked 
but I stopped caring in an aggressive way, I walked around naked in front of the 
  windows 
in front of my parents, there must have been something aggressive about it 
since everyone begged me to stop and I persisted 
 
I needed my unconcern to be larger than their caring 
To have the world live inside of my indifference instead of the other way around 
I couldn’t look at my body in the same way, as a thing that had parts 
some of which talked, some of which excreted or twitched or sat 
it was all equally a thing and equally there 
 
I read that the placenta is called ‘the book of intra-uterine time’ 
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The placenta I grew left the body with birth and was disposed of as trash 
the side that faced the mother looked different from the side that faced the fetus 
my blood surrounded her blood but didn't enter it 
 
Make everything ugly 
No aesthetics left 
No mysteries left 
only problems. 
 
***** 
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J a m i e   T o w n s e n d 

***THE THRILL 

'And in the great transition no one could tell if we were doomed or free' (Chris Nealon) 

 

a day like any other, slowly dragged across the bed 

and buried somewhere in it the phone rings, as if  

in a panic, we’re waking from a dream  

of falling from a great height, abruptly freed  

from our tangled nest of sheets, twisting down  

thru dark mist into a flood of memories  

then surfacing, unrecognizable  

in the bright light 

of day, which could be thought a form of  

luxurious realization, awake to find  

we’re in transport, midway  

between a window, and the ghostly afterimage  

of a contrail fading back to finally disappear, where a sole  

body might be relative  

in time, for some 

its song emerges from the plane’s interior to reseal  

the puncture in itself, what feels possible realized 

in a repetition of notes, vaguely familiar but ultimately obscured 

that wisp of song by air, disintegrating and the jarring reentry 
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together, coalesced in a rope of milky pearls, smoke 

winding a downward spiral 

of breath shortened and even deeper still, the thrill 

     to begin, in a hole 

that quickly fills to seal, an overwhelming stimulation 

thin slick of pus, rendering blood to white light 

spread thru waves of air and particulate, song, the dire ecstasy of return 

of smoke to ash to a limb 

fallen asleep, still warm skin draining it's rose  

pale champagne of low intonating 

breath close to the tiny plastic  

buds pressed into my head, heart 

sick at the sudden movement, to mark a loss of  

as in the complementary horror  

film’s climactic scene, a small imago of fake blood 

explodes from the tip  

of a hollow knife pressed into the chests of a young couple  

tangled in bedrolls, their bodies fall screaming   

     in the dream, the blood is a plane spreading backward  

from the cabin and we’re infinitely expanded to fantasy 

tilting, god-like above hundreds of  

tiny houses, circuits in a grid 

viewed from this upper vantage 

a pattern clandestinely playing out the evolution of life  
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single cells budding rings, polyps merging in a dance  

a cosmic calendar 

compressed to a round window, light’s 

edges crowded with what’s passed, the impression 

of your body pressed against mine, the rhythm 

approaching some natural limit 

     ‘something in the way you move’ 

that nostalgia of song that appears from nowhere, one perfect moment  

cast beyond dominance, of how we fear  

time, relationship of place and utility  

swell of nausea, a little crumpled bag  

caught on the seat arm, suddenly capturing our full attention  

fixated on a solid point 

that’s animated by something invisible as we move, flattened  

by something solid, trapped in a struggle for release 

a future’s fullness suggested by the soundtrack of what’s hidden, sluggish  

immaculate moment, infusing the air with arcs of motion 

hard candy in Styrofoam, syrup rolling in 

thick waves, the memory of your voice breaking thru a processed chorus  

a breezy coastal return, lines of smooth  

organ looped over the intercom  

a hum soothing the lido deck, saudade 

pulsing in the ambient house  

track, vague, dislocated vocal samples arrayed in sequence, a sudden drop  
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off song, a rosary  

of pain, effulgent, blossoming in rose 

gold ropes, whose shine casts what remains of desire as a curse 

lacking distance or origin, a vague 

ache linking height and depth in a chain of significance 

dislocating each bead as it passes outward 

from the skin’s hypnotic concentration  

broken, holy 

stump of sage, fragrant heather, a blue lozenge 

lodged dissolving inside the relentless tides of our guts as the plane dips 

and the city appears new, below us  

     with no sense of time 

having passed, life floating above a flatland spread out 

in another dimension and the voice 

inside my ear announcing arrival with a hint  

of boredom or fear, time, being held  

arm’s-length beneath the surface  

where the dream would make itself clear 

its viscosity thinning through a fleshy slit, recycled air 

of song, a crude lung filtering atmosphere as we sink down 

to finally settle on a rock 

in the heat before sound, drifting back into dream 

 

*** 
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as if the return from some far off sun-soaked vista was a form of precipitation, I didn’t 

know how to manage the day of the viewing, sleep-deprived, in a daze cut thru by the 

immediate, all too apparent novelty of flowers, carefully arranged around the event’s 

celebratory embellishments, his body laid out like a centerpiece, beneath layers of waxy 

peach foundation, decorative color of blood thru a filter, softened, remonstrative gesture 

toward completion, ‘a word where the picture failed’, a song carried in on a flow of 

visitors and immediate family members, mingling their various degrees of intimacy to the 

receiving line together until each became imperceptible, dissolved, the steadily rising 

heat in the room, cast off from the collective pulse of amassed bodies, pressed together, 

invisible steam of cooler water, merged with the late summer humidity, our autonomous 

chemistries, collectively churning beneath a low-hanging northern sun, in thought and 

feeling, all at once as comfortingly numb and terrifyingly precise as the smear of it setting 

each evening, this evening I looked and it seemed as if the blossoms had grown roots 

back into the casket’s padding, months later, the feeling returned, the filthy sack on the 

street I imagined to be a cat or small child changed into a discarded pillow crumbled 

against a storm drain, everything the assumed image tells us, spending that morning 

reading Eldon Garnet and Ariana Reines, stripping off my clothes and intermittently 

shitting brown water into the scummy white bowl as the day slowly advanced, what 

could it really mean?, emerging as I did then from a crack in the continuum ‘as space is 

disappearing and your singularity’, a day, a youngest cousin’s 21st birthday 

announcement, passed among a closed group of affinity that curates itself out of 

existence, ‘name me in the dark’, a day that retains a fraction its total weight in a series 

of digital pictures, some record sent back across the expanse without clear sense of 

measure, if not documented we could just completely slip away as easy as countless 
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others before and all those still to come, ‘I fold my arms to compose myself’, the flowers 

most likely now pale and shriveled, falling apart on the lawn, I open my laptop and 

uncover myself, trashed in spanx, smear of pale foundation, all our flesh compressed in a 

group of photos from last year, the feeling embedded in the thread, you’re sitting in a 

wheelchair, wirerim glasses pulled slightly back, an oversized party hat sitting on top of a 

ubiquitous shock of white hair, the one constant point of focus all the years that I can 

recollect, now light has eaten away the lower right corner and I’m struggling against any 

interpretation in the face of, ultimately the picture is just missing a little something, 

oversaturated with color, developed too much, the stuff of memory rooting itself within, 

little animated screens scattered throughout the funeral home playing a memorial album 

on a loop, transposition of the physical in time, to refuse its abstraction and become 

fixated, set in a grassy place that, by degrees, grows up around you becoming foreign, 

losing the familiar details that help to find the way home, this is where I imagine the you 

that I remember to be, ecumenical, swell and nodule of, a wreath of plastic leaf on the 

table that day, your watch taken back to remember 

 

*** 

the immutable fact of death, slowly revealing itself within a throbbing drone of dread 

that lingered in the background the entire month after the funeral, suddenly gathered up 

in a crescendo that landed with a dull thud, a heavy gauge pick striking against muted 

strings  

 

standing naked in front of the locker room mirror, beneath harsh fluorescent lighting, I 

could see it all so clearly, the bare castings of that moment in high res, registering every 

node of discolored flesh, shallow dimples of cellulite, burst blood vessels beneath the 
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patchy hair on my lower back, every mole potentially flush with a time-release poison, 

each mark a visible link to the familial sickness that took Joshua just four years earlier, a 

code seemingly embedded beneath the mottled surface layer of cells, like maddening 

clues posed to solve the riddle of my body, horrified at its limits, made even more clear 

to me by the range of exposed skin, so close, as each attended to his own beautification 

and extended survival, scattered fatty deposits, thighs and chests sagging to various 

degrees, or flexed firm and lean, but with specific idiosyncrasies in the musculature, 

dropping hints as to their future states of atrophy, the prophecy of decay erect and 

wedged into flimsy rubber sandals at the water's edge, in the Jacuzzi, I push my ass up 

against the jets and let them fill me, eyes fluttering slightly, open with a dislocated feeling 

of immanence, bubbles rushing past the inflamed knot of blood at the void's entrance, 

swirling into the entirely mysterious thus suggestively intimate walls of my anal cavity, 

the separation dissolved then revealing itself again enhanced by the momentary relief, 

animate in a pit of bacteria, slick with discharge, sweat dripping into the crisscrossing 

currents, I return to that moment of crisis, somewhere there's a sun pulsing, as I numbly 

sift through the visible dimensions of the room containing the pool I am sunk within, 

tracing out the edges of the adjacent wood paneled antechambers, a song resolving itself, 

fogged up glass fronting the steam room, the repeated flash of white cotton draped over 

bony shins in the dry sauna, by the line of showers a thin balding man slips off his speedo 

briefs and a long thick cock slaps loose, lolling against the side of his leg like a tongue 

swollen from dehydration, ‘islands in the stream’, ‘that is what we are’, fast-forward, 

after I finish changing and exit to meet I in the lobby, she tells me that as she undressed 

to wash next door she was cruised by two older women while a third squatted in the 

middle of the room, farting loudly and vigorously scrubbing her labia and asshole, I 
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burst out laughing at the transposition but almost immediately shift, mouth shut, the 

heels of my palms pushed against my eye sockets, thumbs pressed into temples, feeling 

out the defined edges of my knee-jerk amusement, grossly symptomatic, I can’t help 

myself, any immediate reaction realized to be continually diminished by an, at this point, 

internalized propriety, at the cellular level, reinforced by the untold generations of my 

God-fearing lineage, sickly confidence of life begetting life, extended past the receding 

horizon line of each day, a falsely inscribed and reified sphere of physical denial, arching 

weakly in dry completion, that makes an obsolete movie stage out of desire, the shadows 

it casts, as if such a movie could still exist, now, somewhere in a universe continually 

interrupted by real arousal, a story where, in seeming defeat the dead flesh reanimated, 

drunk on blood, lurching forward in search of some corresponding kingdom of the 

senses, some perfection of singular experience that will wipe away all blemishes, gift us 

new bodies without sickness, this sickness unto death, this manifestation of the spirit 

made evidence of (fuck it, can I start again?), the faith built around this scene of ascent, a 

stand in for any other one that might hope to reveal itself 
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